
Outdoor retail, shopping malls venues, cotton candy street artists, combo 
carts for funfood treats like candy apples, popcorn, ice cream and the like.
Affordable prices, attention to details, space saving compact design!

VARIOUS CARTS, IDEAL FOR 
ANY LOCATION AND PURPOSE:

IT IS NOT THE MACHINE THAT WE SELL,
WE SELL THE SHOW!

www.flyingcottoncandy.com

RoboJet Floss is a machine like no other. Utilizing a 3600 RPM spinning head 
combined with a powerful updraft fan impeller this innovation allows you to 
build massive cones in mid-air!
 - up to 3-4 serving per minute
 - heavy duty motor
 - voltmeter
 - reliable heating element
 - easy to make GIGANTIC servings (up to 6 feet in diameter)
 - plastic / aluminum pan
What you’ll need is a little bit of practice and you’ll make incredible tricks with 
the upward current of candy floss and grab all customers over to your booth!

*message: with our equipment you will not only be able to make cotton candy, 
but to turn the process into a show

*



RoboJetFloss is a basic model for beginners.  RoboJetFloss Pro is an advanced model for more experienced operators. Due to the “Cold Start” button 
it allows to serve people much faster. Perfect for locations with high traffic. RoboJetFloss Rent is a basic model with a compact unbreakable  
aluminum pan.  Easy to explore, easy to transport.

Rather than having sugar strands build up on the inside walls of the pan, as it happens with most other commercial cotton candy makers,  
RoboJetFloss floats cotton candy up into the air, where you can spin it onto paper cones or long sticks or plastic straws.  
This allows you to not only make much larger servings, but to entertain your customers in the process!

RoboJetFloss RoboJetFloss Pro RoboJetFloss Rent

«Often referred to in the press and media as “Flying Cotton Candy” or “Floating Cotton Candy” 
machines, these are from RoboLabs, and there’s simply nothing else like them on the market. 
They’ve been reviewed by the New York Times, USA Today and various industry publications, 
as well as displayed at trade shows across the globe....and are now available for purchase!»

Plastic sticks for cotton candy, white or 
colored, 540mm length, 8mm diameter

Flavor and color concentrate for sugar. 
8 flavors, 150 gr weight. 
Direction : 1 tsp to 1 lbs of sugar

Clear  plastic bubble for RoboJetFloss 
series. Perfect for a pan with less than 
670 mm diameter (Twister M2, Focus 
FS2, Monster)

Plastic pan for RoboJetFloss series. 
White color, made from food plastic. 
670mm in diameter.

- Do your own show

- Grab more attention, earn 
more money

- Be outstanding

- Take up a new niche 
“artistic candy floss”

- Become the most invited 
party artist

www.flyingcottoncandy.com


